Cloth manipulation by robots is gaining popularity among researchers because of its relevance, mainly (but not only) in domestic and assistive robotics. The required science and technologies begin to be ripe for the challenges posed by the manipulation of soft materials, and many contributions have appeared in the last years. This survey provides a systematic review of existing techniques for the basic perceptual tasks of grasp point localization, state estimation and classification of cloth items, from the perspective of their manipulation by robots. This choice is grounded on the fact that any manipulative action requires to instruct the robot where to grasp, and most garment handling activities depend on the correct recognition of the type to which the particular cloth item belongs and its state. The high inter-and intraclass variability of garments, the continuous nature of the possible deformations of cloth and the evident difficulties in predicting their localization and extension on the garment piece are challenges that have encouraged the researchers to provide a plethora of methods to confront such problems, with some promising results. The present review constitutes for the first time an effort in furnishing a structured framework of these works, with the aim of helping future contributors to gain both insight and perspective on the subject.
Introduction
Robots intended to be increasingly versatile should include the capability of manipulating deformable objects. In particular, being able to handle cloth items should become a standard requirement for robots for full deployment in domestic environments, in assistive robotics, in service scenarios like hotels and hospitals, and of course also in industrial laundry or garment manufactures. However, robotic manipulation of fabrics has to face the intrinsic difficulty of dealing with a highly flexible material, thus with an enormously varying appearance. This means that a specific cloth item -a garment piece, for exampleexhibits a practically infinite range of possible shapes, from a canonical extended flat shape up to a completely crumpled state, with intermediate states of varying wrinkledness, as well as a vastity of folded states, not to speak from partial or total reversal (parts of the cloth turned inside out). To this intra-garment variability one has to add the im-mense range of different cloth items appearing in a standard household (inter-garment variability).
(a) (b) Figure 1 : (a) Inter-garment variability: A simple room scene with a miscellany of cloth items. Garments display a variety that ranges from little baby socks to an adult's coat. But there are more objects made of cloth in a household, like the eiderdown's cover, the pillowcases or the curtains in the image. (b) Intra-garment variability: The same object -a shirt-in quite different configurations, the shape outline exhibits great variability.
It is quite difficult to predict the exact outcome of a specific action on a piece of cloth. Fabric displays an intricate behavior, related to its anisotropic and nonlinear mechanical response. As pointed out in [1] , subtle mechanical actions are amplified into large draping or motion variations. Deformations on cloth typically appear as creases and wrinkles, or even as folds or inside-out turnings. Such bending deformations store quite low elastic energy, which means that in general cloth does not tend to spontaneously recover the shape previous to the deformation. The different fabric types exhibit a diverse mechanical behavior as well, and also a distinctive appearance, beyond the specific colors that depend on the used dyes. This typology depends not only on the material the yarns are made of, but also on how they are woven or knitted. Despite all these difficulties, models are certainly used to try to predict cloth behavior in response to specific actions of the robot. More specifically, they aim at showing which should be the appearance (the shape) of a garment of a specific type in a given state. Classical modeling techniques used in other Engineering fields, mainly in Simulation or Computer Graphics, have also been used in the robotic cloth manipulation context, like mass-spring models in hanging garments state recognition [2] or continuum representations in state recognition for cloth-straightening action selection [3] . Besides, roboticists have developed their own models in specific cloth handling applications, like the parametrized shape model [4] (cloth recognition with the item spread out on a table and folding state identification), or the polygonal model [5] (also used in garment matching and fold tracking). Figure 2 illustrates the main features of these models.
Models like the described ones are aimed at simplifying the domain of possible continuous deformations by discretization of the number of possible states. For instance, the shape of a given garment type when grasped and hanging at one of the model's nodes is known (e.g. from simulation) and can be compared with the real image of the candidate item after a manipulation and regrasping procedure that ensures the grasp at one of such points. Clearly, such manipulation process has necessarily to be guided by sensory input. Although simple sensors like tactile sensing devices integrated in the gripper's fingertips (a) (b) Figure 2 : The parameterized shape model [4] (a) and the polygonal model [5] (b) of a longsleeved shirt. (a) Parameters are the 2D coordinates of the 11 nodes marked in red and the two sleeve widths, also highlighted in red. Landmark points, defining the contour of the garment, are shown in blue, note that some parameter nodes are also landmark points (thus shown in red encircled in blue). Landmark points not in the parameter set are easily computed from the given parameters. (b) Polygonal models are defined by a set of vertices and by their mutual relative positions, in turn determined by the inner angles and the lengths of the segments joining them. These lengths are not absolute distances but relative to the overall perimeter length. Angles and segments measuring the same are drawn in equal colors.
or more sophisticated ones like wrist-mounted F/T sensors can already provide quite significative information, vision is by far the most relevant and complete perception channel for the required information during manipulation. It should be noted that all these perception channels are not mutually exclusive, on the contrary, they are complementary as for providing together a better understanding of the scene. However, this survey focusses strictly on visual processes.
The basic manipulation cycle includes the well-known three phases of grasping, moving and releasing. In the case of cloth manipulation, specific problems appear in each one of these steps, which have been described thoroughly in [6] , and are mainly related to the uncontrolled deformation and possible entangling of the manipulated object. With independence of the aimed manipulation goal of a specific task on a cloth item, at some moment visual guidance for successful completion is required , either for determining at which point the cloth item has to be grasped, or to ascertain the degree of completion of the task by assessing the state the cloth item is in. To these two basic visual tasks, a third one has to be added in scenarios where multiple types of clothing are present, namely classification: finding out to which clothing type a specific item belongs to is crucial both for state assessment and for establishing the next actions to perform. These three visual tasks lie at the basis of cloth manipulation, they provide the necessary feedback for the fulfillment of the manipulation goals. On the other hand, they are very specific to the handling of fabrics, they are shaped by the deformability and variability of cloth items. For this reason, and for the growing interest towards the robotic manipulation of such challenging material, the convenience of the present survey seems to be well-grounded. Figure 3 illustrates the expected outputs from the three processes.
These perceptual actions appear recurrently in typical cloth manipulation tasks, as illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. This survey intentionally leaves out those visual tasks that are too much oriented towards very specific applications. Examples include the continuous image processing needed in seam tracking while sewing [7, 8, 9, 10] , vision-based control strategies for folding [11] , or optical flow analysis [12] and topological coordinates matching [13, 14] for The three visual processes addressed in this survey and their desired outputs. Grasp point localization may provide either a generic point on the cloth item to be grasped (circle), or specific features like the shoulders (triangles). Classification produces a label pointing to a given cloth category, which, depending to the granularity of the categorization, could be as generic as "dress" or as specific as "superhero costume for small girl". State estimation, finally, has been shown here as providing a label, "extended on a surface", that may trigger a subsequent manipulation action like folding. Figure 4 : Basic folding and unfolding manipulation tasks, involving the surveyed perceptual actions. The extreme states are assumed to be known beforehand. Furthermore, the type of garment is also assumed to be known (otherwise, a Classification node should be placed before the first folding (or unfolding) action). Figure 5 : Basic laundry sorting and cloth flattening (by dragging) manipulation tasks, involving the surveyed perceptual actions. In the first, classification may eventually be made without lifting the object, by direct visual inspection. As for the flattening application, the type of cloth is assumed to be already known. Dragging is assumed to include the actual grasping and releasing actions.
the assessment of dressing operations. Along the survey, it will become clear that the instances of the three addressed visual tasks are quite variable from one work to the other. Nonetheless, the following startpoints and hypotheses may be set:
• Presentation of the cloth part: All the analyzed works specify whether they consider isolated cloth items or appearing among others in a bunch or heap, and whether the cloth is lying on a surface, or grasped and hanging from the robot's gripper.
• Lighting conditions: unless otherwise stated, all the works assume the clothes to be illuminated by ambient light.
• Occlusions: No work considers the cloth item to be partially occluded by any other object than itself (selfocclusions).
• Manipulation conditions: All of the works assume that the cloth is to be fully autonomously handled by robots, and that the image processing takes places without human intervention.
This review of visual methods and algorithms for cloth manipulation is naturally structured in the following sections. First, the elementary cloth-related perceptual tasks like finding a cloth item in a scene or detecting and measuring wrinkles are tackled in Section 2. Then, the first visual goal of identifying adequate points on the cloth to be grasped is analyzed in its two variants of generic (Section 3.1) and specific grasp points (Section 3.2). Cloth type and state recognition are dealt with in Section 4, where recognition methods based on the whole shape (Section 4.1) are distinguished from those based on identifying specific garment features (Section 4.2). Some final remarks are exposed in the Conclusions. Figure 6 illustrates the layout of the survey.
Cloth and wrinkle detection
Most experimental scenarios up to date assume that the cloth part is presented to the vision system. Moreover, in the most common settings, the cloth part is the main object in the image, so that the first operation to perform is just a background segmentation. However, it is reasonable to expect from a robot deployed in a domestic environment to be capable to detect cloth pieces within a more complex scene. This idea inspires the daily assistive robot described in [15] , which scans domestic environments in search of clothes. The aim is challenging, as the authors want to identify clothing parts without prior knowledge about the shape or color of specific garment pieces, just by recognizing fabrics as a material. The difficulty is to determine a relevant feature that helps to distinguish cloth from other materials. The authors claim that wrinkles are characteristic features of cloth and they use Gabor filters to extract them from the image. This alone is not enough, but the fact that fabrics tends to display groups of wrinkles allows to discriminate isolated edges that are also detected by this filter. Filtered images are used for training via Support Vector Machine (SVM) techniques (with 20-dimensional feature vectors). A graph cut method completes the extraction of the non-wrinkled part of the image which does also correspond to the same cloth item. Afterwards, the cloth part is picked up and put into a washing machine, by selecting a grasp point, as described in Section 3.1 [16] .
A step further is to analyze the wrinkledness state of a piece of cloth (quantifying wrinkles with different orientations). The same authors take this step by extending their Gabor filters-based cloth detection procedure [17] , assuming that the robot can take closer views of the garment. They use a set of Gabor filters with different orientations to detect irregularities on the fabrics in different directions. Wrinkles can be discriminated from border and cloth overlaps or folds by varying the parameters of the wave profile of the filter: the first have a low frequency coefficient, as compared to the high frequency coefficient of the other features. Cloth detection and wrinkledness state measuring methods are summarized in Figure 7 .
This type of knowledge is highly valuable in cloth flattening applications: it provides information on where and how long to brush in flattening-by-sweeping, or where to grasp and how long to drag before release in the case of flattening-by-dragging. Besides the Gabor filtering methods [15, 17] , other procedures have been proposed as well. Their target is to obtain a geometric description of the wrinkles, including their size, position and orientation. Whereas [18] base their method exclusively on intensity image analysis, by filtering with a threshold function to find areas with abrupt changes in pixel density (in conjunction with edge enhancement procedures), much more recent work uses also depth [19] by using a high-resolution stereo-based sensor to capture a 2.5D range map of the cloth. After background segmentation, a piece-wise B-spline surface approximation is fitted to the resulting depth-map. Then the surface shape is classified into different types at each point, using its shape index [20] , from which wrinkles are constructed by joining nearby ridges (positive extrema of maximal curvature) and detecting the wrinkle's contour at the boundary of convex and concave surfaces of the garment. Wrinkle quantification, the computation of the height and width of the wrinkle, is performed via the wrinkle's triplets (ridge points and adjacent contour points). Finally, wrinkles are scored according to their volume and after using PCA to determine the main direction of each wrinkle, the flattening strategy is applied. The experiments in [19] show the importance of using highresolution stereo-vision, as compared to a Kinect-like sensor (Xtion, specifically), both in bimanual and single-arm manipulation, requiring much less iterations to flatten the garment. This work has been extended in [21] by verifying the utility and implementation of suitable feature extraction methods within a repeatable simulated environment. Figure  8 shows the described alternative wrinkle measuring methods.
Grasp point localization (GPL)
We assume throughout this survey that handling of cloth occurs via mechanical impactive grasps, which means that the fabric is hold by pressure and friction between the gripper's fingers, acting either on the same side -i.e., holding a loop of cloth-(pinch grasp) or on both sides of the cloth (clamp grasp). The idoneity of a point on a cloth part to be grasped, which may guide its localization process, depends in part on the type of grasp used, as well as on the particular state the cloth is in. For flat lying clothes, if they have to be pinch grasped at any interior point, perception has to ensure the contact of the fingers with the fabrics and enough friction to create the loop of cloth when closing the fingers, which hardly can be done with vision alone. More frequent is the case where the lying cloth part displays some wrinkles, and in such case the vision system has to precisely locate an appropriate wrinkle to be grasped (as explained in Section 3.1). The same is applicable for protruding garment features like polo collars for example. Still on clothes lying on a surface, another possibility is to aim at grasping an edge (or a corner) with a clamp grasp. Here the vision system will have to be able to identify such basic features, whereas grasping itself will require either special grippers [22] Segmented cloth [16] Wrinkledness state [17] Repeat for different orientations On top, the purely planar procedure of [18] , below the volumetric approach of [19] .
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Laundry sorting Folding Figure 9 : Possible sequences of the reviewed perceptual processes (white nodes), distinguishing the two variants of GPL. The generic GPL may provide a first point for grasping within a state estimation -regrasping (of specific grasp points) cycle. Grasping actions (black nodes) are to be understood as including not only the grabbing of the cloth item at a point, but also some motion of the gripper that presents the grabbed cloth to the vision system. In gray, two possible external manipulation actions are displayed as direct beneficiaries of the classification and state estimation processes. Although displayed in sequence, classification and state estimation can be simultaneous processes, like in [24] (see Section 4.1.1).
like soft foam tables to allow the gripper finger to slide underneath [23] . As for hanging clothes, corners, edges, or specific garment features are aimed for potential grasping, and the vision system has to provide a position and an orientation of the gripper for successful grasping. Grasp points may be generic or arbitrary, just for picking up the cloth item, or specific, that is, with a precise localization such that the goals of the following manipulation can be fulfilled. In many classification and state estimation procedures, generic GPL constitutes the first step of a sensing -action strategy, where regrasps for further uncertainty reduction are performed on specific grasp points. As in this section the two types of GPL are reviewed, it is suitable to present now the diagram of possible sensing and grasping actions sequences ( Figure 9 ). This diagram has to be interpreted as displaying different alternatives: for example, one sequence could just constitute the path GPL (generic) -Grasp -Classification -Laundry sorting (as a typical garment manipulation application). Two different sequences arise from considering whether state estimation requires a previous classification step (as happens in general) or if this can be avoided by knowing the garment type in advance.
Generic grasp points
In some applications, the particular point where the cloth piece is grasped is unimportant, as long as a firm grasp on the item is guaranteed. More often, this irrelevance comes from the fact that it is just a first point grasp, intended at isolating the cloth part from a bunch of clothes or from the environment, and holding it in such a way that a subsequent regrasp strategy targeting more specific grasp points can be performed. A characteristic example is picking some garment out from an unordered laundry pile.
This first arbitrary point grasp deserves no special description in some papers like [25] . However, it is far from being a trivial task, and failure to perform it correctly leads either to grasping no cloth at all, or to simultaneously grasp more than one cloth piece, if two or more items are present. The latter may be solved automatically in the case it is a first point grasp within a regrasping strategy, as shown for towel handling in [26] , where a subsequent regrasp at a specific corner makes all towels but one fall back on the table. Like in other perceptual processes involving uncertainty in the outcome, action and sensing can be combined in order to cope with the shortcomings of the latter. For instance, in [27] once the grasp point is determined (see below), grasping attempts are made at increasing lower positions over the table, starting just above the estimated height of the item, combined with lateral motions and image processing to check whether the item has been effectively removed.
There are two families of grasp point determination methods, as presented next.
Segmentation and height
Generic point grasp localization is, in first approximation, region-oriented, in contrast to the feature-oriented methods of the next section. More precisely, the aim is to identify a region corresponding to the cloth to pick up, and an arbitrary point within this region is chosen as grasp point. The related visual procedure is clearly image segmentation, and, if only one cloth item is present, this reduces just to foreground-background segmentation (or background segmentation for short). Segmentation can be as simple as a binarization to eliminate the background [28, 29] , or more sophisticated histogram-or graph-based segmentation procedures aiming at separating different cloth items or to get some information about its surface condition (i.e., its relief). Height -or more generally, depth-information about the cloth item is also quite valuable to determine the ideal position of the gripper for a successful grasp. This information can be gained from lateral cameras (when the cloth is lying on a table), from stereovision or from range cameras. Some authors use this information alone, like the stereovision-based methods used by [30] , who combine a minimum height threshold with a verticality criterion of the surface patch, or [31] , who also aim at the highest point for grasping. However, it is much more common to use image segmentation together with depth evaluation, and examples can be found for any one of the following three segmentation types:
• a basic background segmentation is combined with stereo correspondence in [26] ;
• a simplified histogram-based Ohlander's method is used for relief evaluation together with height information gained from lateral cameras to determine the exact grasp location, inserting the fingers in the ditches at both sides of a crest, in [28] (this work is expanded towards the case of textured (non-solid) cloth in [29] );
• a Felzenswalb and Huttenlocher's graph-based segmentation is used in [27] , which combines a minimum-spanning-tree algorithm with an adaptive estimate of the internal similarity of the clusters that it creates. Height is measured from stereo to obtain the item on top of the pile.
Alternatively, in a controlled scenario like an industrial environment, special illumination can be used to facilitate the process of stereo correspondence. This is achieved in [32] by projecting a regular dot and mesh pattern on the items to be handled (towels in this case). Highest points of the crumpled towel, as well as corners are detected this way via shape extraction and contour tracing.
The arbitrary grasp point selected is generally the centroid or midpoint of the segmented region [26, 29] : the centroid is straightforward to compute and in general corresponds to a safe grasp point, with regards to the success of the grasp. Alternatively, the grasping point can be determined not as the centroid of the region but as the point that maximizes the distance to the region's border, through chamfering [27] .
Wrinkle computation
An alternative to color-based binarization/segmentation plus height measure is to resort to some kind of wrinkledness measure, based on the evidence that wrinkled areas provide good candidates for successful grasps [33] (besides its use for cloth localization as mentioned above [15] ). The depth information provided by Kinect cameras, specifically inclination and azimuth coordinates of the surface normals of a 3D point cloud corresponding to the cloth area in the image, is transformed to a wrinkledness measure by computing the entropy of the orientation histograms in a local area around each point. Points with highest entropy are chosen for grasping. The authors point at the convenience of combining this wrinkledness measure with a concavity measure, to avoid wrinkled but difficult to grasp areas.
Wrinkles at specific orientations are also aimed at for pick-up grasps by using the descriptors described in [34] . These 256-dimensional descriptors consist in 16 (4x4) spatial subdivisions with 2D angle histograms each (4x4 bins for azimuth and elevation angles). Each one of five different centroids (corresponding to the planar -non-wrinkled-case, lower-right, upper, lower-left and diagonal wrinkles, obtained after running k-means from a training database of descriptors) is used to rank the descriptors of a new perception. The grasping point is assigned to the descriptor closest to the selected centroid, with the corresponding gripper orientation. In this same reference, experiments with different perception-action couples are performed, using also the approach described above [33] together with different grasping strategies and scenarios with different number of garment pieces. Results are presented in tables that display the probabilities of grasping different number of parts: the measure of success could of course be the probability of grasping a single garment, if the pick-up is just a first step before other manipulations like folding, but it could also be the probability of grasping a higher number of parts if the objective is just a quick clean-up of the table.
Finally it should be stressed that both the highest and the most wrinkled area strategies for grasp point selection are considered as alternative actions within a broader POMDP-based action selection scheme for laundry separation in [35] . Figure 10 summarizes the process streams and alternatives for generic GPL reviewed in this Section.
Cloth features for grasping
It is often necessary to grasp a cloth item at specific, predefined locations. This is especially true when the cloth part has to be manipulated in a certain way, like in garment folding. To this end, these locations have to correspond to recognizable features, that can be identified by the vision system. Such features may be generic, like edges and
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Max entropy of orientation histograms [33] Specific orientation histograms [34] Figure 10: Different alternatives for generic GPL. Some references use only height (which justifies the arrow coming directly from the scene), whereas most works combine intensity image segmentation with height measure. The range camera is actually used in the wrinkle computation approaches, however it could constitute an alternative to stereo or lateral cameras for height computation.
corners, appearing in all kinds of cloth, or they can be garment-type specific, like collars, waistlines, cuffs, etc. In other cases the points to be grasped belong to a set of nodes of mesh models associated to different garment types. In such circumstances, rather than an identification of local shapes, what is needed is a global recognition process of the overall state of the cloth item (e.g., its shape when hanging from given points). Therefore, the latter family of specific grasp points identification is closely related to state recognition and classification processes (reviewed in Section 4). The different approaches taken for each one of these feature types are reviewed in the sections below.
The visual processing operates either on the cloth piece lying on a surface or grasped by the robot and hanging in the air. In the first case, generally the feature is intended to be identified from a single image, whereas feature identification on hanging cloth rather belongs to an active sensing strategy, where the cloth item is repeatedly regrasped and new images are taken and processed, aiming at a progressive reduction of the uncertainty about the grasped point. Common actions on the cloth in such active perception schemes to favor perception include -besides regrasping-shaking for disentangling [25] or for randomizing the item's configuration [26] and rotation at fixed intervals [25, 36, 26, 31] . Such actions can also affect the camera, not only for obtaining stereo from motion [37, 38] , but just to obtain as much visual data as possible by moving a camera mounted on a robot up and down along the cloth [31] (together with rotation of the cloth, in this reference).
Simple features: edges and corners
These features are extracted from outline information, which in turn results either from a foreground-background segmentation or from edge detection methods. Corners are looked for in [22] : the outline information is encoded as a sequence of edges and corners, and a partial pattern matching procedure against the known unfolded fabric outline allows to estimate the location of the corner to be grasped for the following unfolding action of the robot. The first phase of the unfolding procedure described in [39] does also operate on the binarized or background segmented image of the garment item: the extreme edges in a set of eight discrete directions (easily to detect) are then chosen for grasping and pulling. More involved is the corner detection in the second phase, which uses depth information to determine the peak ridge (binarized area of the cloth image whose depth is within the 10% of the depth of the highest point), the Harris corner detector for the corners at the border of the cloth image, discontinuity filters to detect sharp changes in depth, and continuity checks for the peak ridge and the peak corner locations, that allow to choose the latter as candidates for grasping. Corners as targets for unfolding are also aimed at in [40] , who rely on the popular Canny edge detector to infer the location of corners from local maxima of contour curvature. The corresponding "unfolding axis" is also found as the edge opposite to the corner. Varying lighting conditions favor the occurrence of unwanted edges or of gaps on real edges, which in most cases can be handled by adjusting the threshold of the Canny detector. Stereoscopic imaging should enhance the overall performance, so the authors. The main contribution of this work is a systematic characterization of corners that may appear on a folded garment, as illustrated in Figure  11 . Figure 11 : Taxonomy of corners on a folded part. The first criterion is obvious, exterior corners happen on the outer contour, whereas interior corners are inside the region corresponding to the cloth item. The distinction between true corners and pseudocorners lies on the considered edges of a triplet of coincident edges in that corner: the true edge is formed by the outer edges, whereas the pseudocorner by one outer and the inner edge. Pseudocorners do also arise when one edge crosses another one. Finally, a-and b-corners arise from foldings, with the folded part being above the garment and visible or below and invisible, respectively, and c-corners are the real corners on the garment when completely spread out. Note that a corner may be simultaneously both an a-and a b-corner. Adapted from [40] .
All the preceding contributions assumed the cloth item to be lying on a surface like a table. However, corners can be also the perception goal when the piece of cloth is hanging from the robot's gripper. Regrasp-based solutions resort on combining simple perception procedures with basic manipulations in order to end up grasping the clothing item at the desired point. Usually the cloth part is assumed to be already grasped by the robot (which can be achieved, e.g., by the procedures described in the previous section) and hanging. One of the most obvious clues is to consider the lowermost point of the cloth region as a good candidate for regrasping [29, 25, 41] . In [29] , resorting to the lowermost point (obtained from the cloth region outline) is complementary to two hemline detection procedures based on segmenting the image to determine the shadow region, and is applied when these fail. The application of the three procedures enables a bimanual grasping of the garment at two points on different hemlines. The lowermost point is likely to be a corner of a garment part [25] , and to correctly identify it both a shaking maneuver for disentangling the cloth part and a rotation at fixed intervals to determine the view where such point displays maximum curvature are performed. The action of grasping the lowermost point is executed repeatedly (alternating hands) for cloth part recognition, as explained in Section 4.
Still aiming at detecting a corner while holding the garment piece in the air, the approach followed in [37, 38] resorts on a special gripper design, with an integrated seamfollowing mechanism. As for the sensing aspect, besides fototransistor couples at the fingers, whose activation pattern varies according to whether the gripper is holding an edge or a corner, an external 8-bit grayscale CCD camera provides confirmation of corner detection, as well as 3D localization of the corner for grasping, by using motion stereo. The authors report success in corner detection even in absence of the external camera.
In [26] a stereo multi-view border classification algorithm, which discriminates actual garment borders from folds based on a curvature criterion, is combined with a RANSAC algorithm to detect grasp points located at the corners of a towel, exploiting a strategy of grasping two consecutive corners for folding. Several attempts to find a suitable grasp point by the corner detection algorithm are performed by rotating the cloth in front of the camera in small angle increments, preceded by simple shaking maneuvers to randomize the configuration of the towel.
Within a context of bimanual robotic unfolding of hanging garments, with repeated regrasps and matching to folded templates, the work in [42] aims at outline points, more specifically to points that bring the garment into a half-folded state. Once in such a state, the garment is matched against a polygon model of the folded garment, with predefined grasping point pairs, that are subsequently regrasped. The outline points are determined from depth by obtaining edges (Canny edge detector and Douglas-Peucker algorithm to separate edges of different orientations) and applying a set of geometric rules. Table 1 summarizes the algorithmic features of the mentioned edge and corner detection references.
Specific features: garment elements
Garment features can, in isolation or in sets, constitute discrimination criteria for distinguishing different garment types (see Section 4.2 for this use). Some of them, like cuffs, elbow patches, collars or epaulettes are also appropriate as grasping points because they are recognizable, because of their graspability, and because once grasped and lifted (specially in the case of bimanual grasps) the resulting cloth state is suitable for subsequent manipulations. Representative for this approach is [43] , where specific features like collars in polo shirts are aimed at as good grasping point candidates. Such components are identified, even if clothes are in a highly wrinkled state, by building up a Bag of Features based detector, combining appearance and 3D geometry features. Images are background segmented using a simple color threshold and then scanned by a sliding window with a linear classifier (logistic regression). Candidate windows are further ranked by using a more expensive but more reliable χ 2 Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier, and finally the grasping point inside the best candidates is determined by using the wrinkledness measure mentioned above and described in [33] . Appearance-based filters were also used earlier in [44] , to identify -by cross-correlation-potential grasping areas derived from user-defined samples and corresponding generically to edges and wrinkles or folds that the operator considered to be graspable. Without specifically addressing grasping issues, but expanding the set of garment parts to detect as suitable grasping candidates, the work in [45] proposes a learning and detection methodology that they apply at 11 such features in their experiments. Their detectors are appearance-based (SIFT features) but take also depth into account, as data are collected with a Kinect camera, by using the GeodesicDepth Histogram (GDH), the Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH), the Heat Kernel Signature (HKS) and the Fast Integral Normal 3D (FINDDD) descriptors (consult the paper for brief explanations and references for each one of them). These are combined into a Bag of Visual Words descriptor (BoVW). As in the previous reference, logistic regression is combined with local χ 2 SVM for classification. In [41] , specific points like the shoulders of shirts and T-shirts or the corners of the waist of trousers and shorts are aimed as grasping points for unfolding the garment in the air. To this end, they also grasp first the lowermost point of the hanging cloth item, as this dramatically reduces the number of possible states of each garment type and thus paves the way for recognition and grasp point estimation. Once the test item is classified (see Section 4), the location of the key-points for grasping is estimated using Hough Forests, a similar formalism to random forests with extra information regarding the location of the grasp point. Using also an active sensing strategy based on a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP), two trained Hough Forest for each garment type -one for the first grasping point and one for the second one-provide the probabilities of observing the grasping points at the different locations together with the probability of the grasping point being visible (i.e., not ocluded by other parts of the garment). The POMDP formalism encodes the set of discrete hung-up states as well as the rotations and possible grasping actions for the locations of the corresponding grasp points.
A summary with some algorithmic highlights of the referenced contributions is shown in Table 2 
Node points of cloth models
When a mesh model of the handled clothes exists, specific nodes on this mesh can be chosen as grasp targets. This choice can be done online following some criterion (like in [46] ) or just predefined (as in the works of Kita et col. or in [47] ). And as in Section 3.2.1, the cloth item can be either lying on a surface (again [46] ) or hanging from the gripper/s (as in the other references commented in this section). Clearly, such grasp points cannot be identified locally, but require to determine the state of the cloth item, i.e., to establish the correspondence between the 3D model of the cloth and the view displayed in the image. Thus, this section is closely related to Section 4 below, but here the accent is put on the localization of grasp points.
In the context of a cloth folding application on a table, the skeletal model (a skeletal mesh with additional parameterized landmark nodes) in [46] is fit to the contour of the observed image, and the landmark points of the model are relocated to the nearest neighbor on the contour. The points to be grasped among these are selected as shown in Figure 12 . It should be noted that the method is not only applied to the original spread-out shape, but also to the different folded states.
The two-phase approach in [23] is somehow inbetween this contribution and the works presented below, as the cloth item is hanging in the first disambiguation phase, while repeatedly laid on a table and regrasped during the second reconfiguration phase. The first phase aims at classification and state estimation using an active sensing Hidden Markov Model-based strategy while repeatedly grasping the lowermost point, and is explained in Section 4.1.2. In the second reconfiguration phase (which is executed unless the current state after disambiguation is not already the desired final state), the actions to be planned with consist in repeatedly laying the garment on a surface, opening both grippers and pick up the item at a new pair of points. To determine the sequence of such actions, a graspability graph is constructed with edges between the grasp point pairs such that in the cloth configuration determined by one of these pairs, once laid on the table (assuming baseline G Figure 12 : The points to be grasped are determined by the criterion of avoiding the deformation of the part of the cloth which is lifted, hanging vertically from the grippers: all the convex corners not on the baseline (i.e., not touching the ground) at which the negative gravity vector does not point inside the cloth polygon have to be grasped. These points are marked with an upward arrow in the figure. this is done without changing the hanging configuration) the other one is graspable. A point is assumed to be graspable if no other parts of the cloth can be simultaneously grasped when the grippers close: the Euclidean distance of the checked point to all the other points in the mesh separated by a large geodesic distance should be larger than a minimum threshold. Once constructed, a Dijkstra graph search from the initial pair to the goal pair of held points provides the path on the graspability graph that corresponds to the seeked sequence of actions.
As for hanging clothes, in [2, 36, 48, 49, 30] grasp points are previously set on specific locations of garment models, and the image processing part is endowed with the task of matching the observed cloth with the possible shapes of the deformed mesh model, so that the point to be grasped is also located in the observed image. In [2] , separated 2D visual information is used for matching right and left images, and an additional correspondence process provided the necessary 3D information to locate this point in space. State recognition and grasp point localization could be performed simultaneously in later settings [48, 49, 30] , as their new trinocular stereo vision system allowed to attempt directly the matching of 3D observations with the 3D deformable triangular mesh models they use. Once identified, the information about the localization of the (predefined) grasping point is readily available, and the required gripper orientation can be easily computed [48] .
The features to be grasped can be any user-defined pair of points on a garment. The discretization provided by a mesh model facilitates the choice of these points, as well as the regrasping strategy that leads towards the desired grasping state [47] . After pick-up and pose estimation (see Section 4 for details on their previous works on this issue), the regrasping point is found by optimizing an objective function that measures the closeness to the desired grasping points (scaled by the predicted probability of the current grasped points being accurate). Such metric is evaluated over the whole surface of the model, and the optimal grasping point in the real image is determined by registration. The method to find point correspondences between the source (model) mesh and the target mesh obtained from 3D scans of the grasped garment proceeds in three steps, that include scaling, rigid transformation (by an iterative closest point procedure), and a non-rigid registration.
The latter process balances an energy term penalizing discrepancies between source and target meshes and another term relative to the required deformations of the source mesh. This gives a global localization of the regrasping point, and the final gripper position and orientation are obtained by local refinement using a 1D blob curvature detection algorithm with the information provided by an IR range sensor. The authors report 1-2 necessary regrasps for successful unfolding in most cases.
The complexity of an image processing-intensive state-recognition method is avoided in [31] by using coded fiducial markers over the whole T-shirt manipulated by a PR2 robot. This shortcut is taken because the accent is put on grasp planning rather than on the visual identification of the different parts of the garment. The goal of the manipulation is to end up with the two arms of the robot holding the shoulders of the T-shirt, and to this end they follow a multiple regrasp strategy. As each marker has a different code, simple inspection allows to quickly bring the observed markers into correspondence with a mesh model of the cloth. This model has been generated before and automatically from photographs of the extended T-shirt. Despite using this sidestep, this work deserves to be explained here for two reasons: first, it makes a simple but smart use of these markers to identify the grasped point as the one minimizing the difference between the geodesic distance on the cloth surface and the Euclidean distance to the other points (this holds only for the grasped point, if the hanging cloth can be thought of as a cone grasped by its apex). The mesh model allows for a straightforward computation of geodesic distances. Second, an active perception strategy is followed for identifying the next grasp point. To this end, as many as possible point clouds, position of folds and positions of markers have to be collected, by rotating the cloth in front of the stereo camera and by moving the monocular camera mounted on the forearm of the free robot up and down. Fold lines are detected by filtering shadow gradients and applying the Hough transform. The next grasp point is obtained by a greedy policy: the candidate is the point that brings the next grasp closer to the target configuration. With these elements, the grasp itself is generated by identifying the fold lines next to the candidate point and through a collision detection procedure between the boxes representing the fingers and palm of the gripper and the point cloud next to the candidate. The choice among the possible grasps generated in this way relies on a score function that evaluates their likelihood of success. This function has been previously learned: features like the number of cloud points between the gripper's fingers or the average surface normal of cloud point close to the fingertips are recorded during training together with a success/failure label of the executed grasp. A SVM with a Gaussian kernel function is used for learning during the training phase. Training is done automatically, by consecutively grasping random points and releasing the previously holding gripper if the grasp is successful. Table 3 provides a quick overview on the described algorithms.
Cloth state identification and classification
Closely related to grasp point selection (in fact, some of the references are the same), the tasks of classifying a specific garment within a set of cloth categories (like "pants", "blouse" or "towel", each author specifies her own set of cloth types) and to determine in which state it is (basically how/where it is grasped) clearly are the outcome of an image recognition process. Most of the references assume the cloth part is hanging, grasped at one or two sufficiently distant points, but there are also works where classification is done while the garment lies on the table, spread out or even crumpled (see Fig. 13 ). Most of the works referenced below perform both tasks, classification and state recognition. However, there are also some works that assume the cloth type to be known beforehand and therefore concentrate on state recognition [2, 36, 48, 49, 30] , and others that only try to classify the garment piece. As for the latter, restricting to classification is either due to the application at hand (e.g. laundry classification in [27, 50, 51] ) or because the cloth item is assumed to be already in a standard configuration (approximately spread out on a table in [4] ). Categorization of classification and state recognition algorithms can be done by distinguishing whether the employed method is based on the overall shape of the displayed item or relies on the recognition of specific local features.
Shape recognition methods
These methods compare the shape of a cloth piece in the current image either with synthetic (i.e., computer-generated) cloth images [24, 2, 36, 48, 49, 30, 23] 
Geometric shape features comparison
The works base their approach on comparing geometric values that are easy to extract, like the area of the binarized isolated image of the cloth. This idea is perfectly illustrated in the two-stage approach in [24] , which works with the silhouette of the cloth grasped at two distant points, and stretched by pulling the grasp points away form each other. The convex closure of this silhouette allows to perform a first rough classification into three types just by counting the number of convex absences (regions on the image not occupied by the cloth but inside its convex closure). These regions have to be larger than a certain threshold, and the region corresponding to the slack on top, between the grasped points, is excluded. This first classification does still not determine the garment type the item belongs to, but this -together with one of the predefined states of a discrete set the cloth may be in-is the output of a second refinement phase. This refinement requires the measurement of widths and heights of the stick-out regions and the non stick out region, as well as measures of the slack region (see Figure 14) , and ratios among these measurements (for normalization) are computed. The decision process is a kind of flow-chart where such ratios, plus the number of detected stick-out regions, and the proportion of the areas of the stick-out and non-stick-out regions, are compared to the models' ones. A total of 18 stored silhouettes of towels (7), pants (3) and shirts (8) are used for categorization of both cloth type and its hung-up state. These states are discretized by considering only a finite set of grasp point localizations along the outline of the cloth. The authors suggest to use virtual physical-based models, simulate their grasping as described, and obtaining virtual binarized images, "aspect models" to be compared with the actual image. Using real acquired and stored images instead of model-based ones, the interactive regrasping and sensing procedure described in [27] stands out for the randomness of the picked-up point, both in the database and in the test images. The clothing item is just grasped as described in Section 3.1, lifted, a side-camera takes two images with a rotation of π 2 which are binarized and compared with the database, before dropping the item and repeating the procedure up to ten times. A nearest-neighbor algorithm is used for matching all the test images with the labelled database images, using as features the absolute difference in area of the two silhouettes, the absolute difference in eccentricity, the Hausdorff distance between their edges, and the Hausdorff distance between the Canny edges of the original grayscale images, yielding the best results for combinations including the first two features. Figure 14 summarizes some of the geometric features used in the two mentioned works. 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 0000000000000000000 Figure 14 : (a) Geometric features whose measurements and their ratios are used in [24] . (b) Some of the geometric features used in [27] : (b 1 ) Eccentricity difference, where the eccentricity is measured in terms of the ratio between the maximum chord of the shape and the maximum chord which is perpendicular to the first; (b 2 ) Difference in area (shaded region); (b 3 ) Hausdorff distance between contours. 
Contour matching
Strictly speaking, this approach could be included in the previous section, where, in fact, already a contour-coincidence measure expressed by the Hausdorff distance between the silhouette edges was mentioned. However, while in that reference contour comparison was just one more measure, here -even if not exclusive in the case of [23] -contour matching is really the discriminating feature among garment types and states. Contour matching can be approached either by applying some basic transformations on the models' contours and then resorting to a simple coincidence metric, or by using a more sophisticated procedure. These two options are represented by the works explained below.
In [54, 2] basic transformations are performed on the models in order to attain the highest degree of coincidence. Simulation is based on 3D quadrangular mass-spring models (including diagonal springs), held and hanging at any one of the nodes, and are projected on a vertical plane. This projection is what can be compared to the real 2D garment image held by the robot, obviously also with a one-hand grasp. No classification is done as the shapes of the garment parts (pullovers, trousers, ...) and their approximate size are assumed to be known in advance. The basic transformations for appearance matching between the contours include a vertical displacement of the projected mesh model, as well as a width normalization (shrinking or extending the model appearance horizontally). Afterwards, a simple overlap ratio is used (the sum of the ratio of the overlapped area to the model appearance area plus the ratio of the overlapped area to the observed area). The authors report that only specific colors and textures of the cloth parts guarantee robustness in the observed cloth region extraction process. A region overlap criterion does also lie in the basis of their later 3D mesh matching works [36, 48, 49, 30] (see Section 4.1.3).
Simple overlap may perform poorly, as illustrated in [23] and in Figure 15 below, and thus other more elaborated contour matching algorithms have been developed, based on nearest neighbor distance [4] or on dynamic programming [23, 53, 5] . In the first case, the state of the cloth is assumed to be known beforehand, as all the garments are presented loosely spread out on a table. The image of the cloth and the set of available category models (their parameterized models, as mentioned in the Introduction) are presented to an energy optimization algorithm, where the energy function makes use of the average nearest-neighbor distance between the generated contour from the model parameters and the contour of the image. This distance constitutes a measure of overall model fit, and the image is classified as belonging to the category exhibiting the lowest energy. The authors claim to have considered also dynamic time warping (DTW), observing only little improvement, whereas nearest neighbor is much easier to compute. Nonetheless, a DTW algorithm for contour matching is at the heart of the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based active perception strategy in [23] (explained below in Section 4.1.4). A more accurate contour alignment procedure may be justified in this case as not only the garment type but also its hung-up state (grasped at two mesh points) have to be determined. The contours of stored images of mesh models in minimum-energy configurations when held at given pairs of nodes are used for matching. The DTW algorithm provides a similarity measure for two sequences (the contours in this case). Here, pixel coordinates and first and second derivatives with respect to arc lengths are the chosen features for alignment (the derivatives stand for corners and similar features). Other features that can be chosen for sequential alignment are just the vertices of the contours, as done in [53, 5] (in [5] additionally the fitting of relative line segment lengths is included). Their dynamic programming algorithm attains polynomial complexity, and efficiency is further enhanced by the fact that matching is done between a simplified polygonal contour of the test image and the polygonal models of the garments. This simplified polygonal contour of the approximately spread out garment on the table is obtained in three steps: background segmentation, contour computation by the application of Moore's algorithm, and polygonal simplification of the contour by another dynamic programming algorithm that minimizes the overall distance to the original contour. This simplified polygonal contour has typically much less vertices than the model polygonal contour. Vertex correspondence of the simplified polygonal contour vertices means that their angles have to be the best adjusting to the normal distribution of angles associated to polygonal model vertices, whereas the vertices inbetween are just "matched" against a generic segment (i.e., have an inner angle of π). These correspondences are illustrated in Figure 15 . Figure 15 : While in some cases a simple overlap ratio may suffice for assessing contour coincidence (a 1 ), in others a great discrepancy may exist (a 2 ). In such cases, the DTW algorithm provides a reasonable contour correspondence measure [23] . (b) Vertex-vertex (in blue) and vertex-edge correspondences between the two polygonal contours corresponding to the model and to the test image (adapted from [5] to the pants example). 
3D matching
Stereo vision and depth imaging allow to obtain volumetric information (e.g., in the form of a spatial cloud of points) of a cloth item, which can be directly compared to the 3D mesh models representing the different garment types. Alternatively, the classification can be based on volumetric information obtained by training on real depth images. Again, as in the previous approaches, some kind of discretization is mandatory to cope with the infinite configuration space of deformations, which is also attained by grasping at a mesh node or resorting to a lowermost point grasping strategy. The first group of works discussed below corresponds to a somehow intermediate approach between 2D and 3D, as it uses the planar projections of 3D meshes for matching. The other contributions deal directly with volumetric information, either via SIFT features of depth images [55] , binary cell occupancy vectors [56, 47] , or Random Forests encoding depth differences between pixels and mean curvatures [41] .
Like in their earlier works mentioned in the previous section, no classification is done in [36, 48, 49, 30] . Here 3D triangular meshes are used as models, and a trinocular stereo vision system allows to perform spatial matchings to identify the state. A key procedure, detailed in [36] , is to allow the stored states to deform gradually to some extent until matching the observations, starting at the fixed grasped triangular patches (a planar grasp is assumed, which ensures the known localization and orientation of the grasped patch). These deformations are computed from physical analogues of forces, including the internal shape preserving forces that keep the distance between neighboring nodes and nodes sharing common neighbors (standing for elasticity and flexural rigidity of the cloth, respectively), as well as the external forces of gravity and of attraction to the closest observed points (only if the nodes belong to a certain list of "patches to attract"). An overlap criterion which uses the ratios of the coincident region to the observed and the visible model surfaces is used to decide to which state the observation belongs to.
In [55] the two phases of categorization and pose estimation of the input test images are addressed by means of a two-layer classifier. The garment-type identification layer uses an accurate Radial Basis Kernel function (RBF) SVM, whereas the grasped point-based state estimation layer uses a faster linear kernel SVM (combined with spatial max-pooling), as there are much more categories in this second phase. Again, this classifier is built up (trained) by using synthetic images provided by a physical simulator of mesh models. SIFT features are obtained from depth images collected by 90 virtual cameras distributed on a geodesic dome around the grasped garment simulation (hanging from one of the 20-50 predefined grasp points). From these features, a codebook for recognition is built up by sparse coding and dictionary learning. Experiments using virtual test images as well as real depth images of quite similar clothes obtained with a Kinect sensor are performed, with very good results. As for pose estimation, this work is enhanced shortly afterwards in [56] with a faster (real-time) and more accurate algorithm, where testing is performed on the images provided by a Kinect sensor from garments held by a Baxter robot. The set of grasp points on the virtual garment is obtained by uniform sampling on its 2D UV map and mapping them back on the 3D model. Simulation is similar to their previous work [55] but now the output are mesh models instead of rendered depth images, which have to be matched against a reconstructed model from the Kinect sensor. To perform this matching, binary feature vectors are used that encode volumetric information of the hanging garment, more precisely occupancy information attached to the discretization of a cylindrical bounding volume (using polar coordinates at each of the circular slices along the cylinder's height). The matching of two shapes requires to obtain the rotation that minimizes the Hamming distance between their feature vectors (i.e., their lowest bit-tobit XOR-ing). With this optimal rotation obtained for all the models in the database against the query, the nearest neighbor is found based on a weighted Hamming distance. These weights are previously learned from calibration data, as an optimization problem of minimizing the empirical error with a large-margin regularizer. Evaluation of the accuracy in the experimental stage is done using the geodesic distance between the predicted grasp point and the ground truth. It should be noted that in this work pose is defined by one grasping point, this is expanded to two held points in more recent work [47] .
In contrast to these works, classification and state recognition in [41, 57] and in [58] use only real stored images. The work in [41] is based on an active recognition strategy implementing a POMDP framework, as described in the next section. The authors exploit the fact that for garments like shirts and trousers held by one gripper anywhere, there is only one possible lowermost point (not counting symmetries), located at the cuff and the heel respectively, whereas shorts and T-shirts display two such points. Considering these four garment types, a total of six classes arise when the clothing item is grasped at a lowest point. Random Forests are trained on depth images of such garments and graspings, associating binary tests at the nodes consisting in depth differences between pixels and mean curvatures. This Random Forest classifier provides the observations (probabilities of belonging to each class) to the POMDP strategy. This method is further enhanced in [57] by using Active Random Forests, that allow to perform classification, grasp point detection and pose estimation within the same tree structure: applying a hierarchical coarse to fine quality function for node splitting, the upper parts of the tree are responsible for classification whereas the lowest parts perform the other two duties. The second work [58] goes to the root of the probabilistic nature of the categorization problem and implements classification as a Gaussian Process (GP) strategy. RGB data are only used for isolating a garment of a pile, or for background segmentation, whereas classification bases exclusively on depth. The same high-resolution setting of [19] and described in Section 2 provides the required accurate depth data. The features computed from the depth-map and used in the multi-class GP classification procedure (using the Laplace approximation for posterior inference and optimizing hyper-parameters through marginal likelihood maximization) include the Shape Index histogram (SI) (also used in [19] ), Topology Spatial Distance (TSD) and Multi-Scale Local Binary Patterns (LBP). The authors show how the classification accuracy is directly related to the confidence of the prediction, determined as the conditional probability of the testing sample given training examples. The experiments demonstrate that proposed features are far more reliable than other descriptors like the BoF used in FINDDD or the Volumetric Descriptor, and that the method is comparable to state-of-the-art references in a single-shot procedure, while it outperforms them when GP is used within an interactive perception strategy, as described in Section 4.1.4.
The pros and cons of generating real and synthetic data emerge in a learning context that is somehow extreme due to the large required size of the involved datasets, namely deep convolutional neural networks (CNN). This is the approach taken in [59] for classification and pose estimation of (single point grasped) hanging clothes. Gathering the real images is too much time-consuming, not only because of the grasping and lifting, but also due to the required slow rotation of the garment before the Xtion camera while taking pictures. Through simulation (Blender 2.6.2), on the other hand, a large set of synthetic depth images can be generated. Both types of data have been used in this work within a two-layered deep CNNs structure, where the first layer stands for classification and the second for state recognition (again as one of the discrete points the grasped garment is hanging from). The two CNNs have the same depth and topology, but the size is considerably larger in the second one as the number of output classes is also higher in pose estimation. The authors have further investigated the cross-domain learning possibilities by testing the real data in the synthetic-trained classification CNN, yielding a classification rate that is not above chance. The real dataset has been further used for comparison with other SVM and random forests-based approaches. This very same classifier is later used by the same authors plus collaborators in a multisensorial framework for garment type, fabric pattern and material classification [60] . RGB-D data (i.e., RGB plus depth) are the input to the fabric pattern recognition and, together with tactile and photometric stereo sensing, also material recognition, by using Random Forests classifiers in the two cases, although on features arising from Gabor filtering in the pattern recognition case and HOG in the case of material recognition. As for the garment type recognition, it bases exclusively on RGB-D data, and the classification decision bases on the output of two classifiers: the already mentioned CNN operating on the raw sensor data, and again a Random Forest on HOG features. 
Active perception
Besides the primal goal of manipulation of a cloth piece (folding/unfolding, separating, assisting people, etc.), manipulative actions may enhance the perceptual objective of categorization and state identification. Common actions (some of them already mentioned in Section 3.2), include rotating the cloth item while grasped and hanging, [25, 36, 49, 26, 31, 41, 59, 60] , shaking [25, 26] , or using a second hand to spread by pushing the cloth part in front of the vision system [49] . Among the rotation-based works, [41] deserves to be stressed as the rotations and the image taking are inscribed within a POMDP framework, similar to the one described in Section 3.2.2 for grasp point localization. Here, the overall shape is analyzed instead of aiming at specific features like shoulders or cuffs as grasp points. As said above, observations are provided by the Random forest classifier. This POMDP is specified further by the states, that correspond to the six classes (garment type + grasped point), the actions including one discrete rotation and the six recognition decisions, the transition probabilities that are 1 for the rotation action leading to the same state (zero otherwise) and equal to the initial belief state for the other actions, and finally the rewards, that penalize rotations and incorrect state recognitions. As for other active sensing solutions, we have already pointed at the dropping and random regrasping strategy in [27] (Section 4.1.1), which does also provide different views of the same cloth item, as fixed angle rotation around a vertical axis does. Special attention has to be paid to the processes where actions lead to intermediate recognizable or at least disambiguating states, as shown next.
Repeated lowermost point regrasping is such an active sensing strategy. This bimanual handling procedure consists in grasping the point of the cloth located at the lowest height while the other hand holds the cloth item. While the first grasp is undetermined (the cloth item can have been grasped at any point), its lowermost point when hanging can only belong to a certain set of points (e.g., one of the four corners in the case of a towel). Regrasping at this point (while releasing the previously held point) further reduces the set of possible lowest points (following with the case of the towel, the state becomes determined, up to symmetries). Normally, after a few regrasps this strategy ends up alternating between a couple of states. The last action consists in grasping the lowermost point without releasing the held one and extending the cloth holding the two grasped points at the same height. This strategy is followed in [25] and in [23] on similar sets of clothing articles (short and long-sleeved shirts, trousers, towels [25, 23] , underpants, brassieres, and handkerchieves [25] , skirts and a couple of infant clothing items [23] ), with some differences in their approaches. A database of real template images is used in [25] whereas [23] resorts to a cloth simulator to provide the models to compare with. More significative is that while [25] base their recognition decision on the images taken during the last extension phase (uncertainty is reduced by not only considering the final image but also intermediate images at fixed intervals of this extension or straightening of the cloth), a probabilistic approach is followed in [23] , who ground their decision process on a HMM which tracks the garment's configuration throughout this sequence of manipulations and observations. In this model, the hidden state is defined by the garment's identity or type, and by its grasped state, and the observations consist in the height of the hanging item (during regrasping), and its contour (at the end of the final extension phase). The transition model of the HMM gives the probabilities of each mesh node being the lowermost one and thus being grasped by the free gripper, reflecting the rapidly converging behavior of the lowermost point grasping strategy to a few alternating states (for each category). Finally, in [25] form recognition is performed by computing degree of similarity coefficients based on covariances of pixel intensity of the candidate and stored images (after foreground-background segmentation and size normalization), whereas [23] perform contour matching as explained in Section 4.1.2).
The foregoing actions are applied on hanging clothes, but there are also perceptionenhancing actions applied on clothes lying on a surface, at least in their initial state. This is the case of [58] , where the action Grasp-Shake, followed by dropping the garment back on the table, favors the spreading-out of the clothing item, whereas the action Grasp-Flip aims at displaying previously hidden parts of the garment. The first action is available if the height of the garment exceeds 5cm (as the grasp is performed on a wrinkle) and the second if the thickness of the edge to be grasped is less than 5cm (wrinkle and edge grasps are explained in detail in their previous work [19] ). The action to be performed is randomly chosen if both of them are available. Adopting such an active perception strategy definitely leads towards outperformance in garment classification w.r.t. singleshot strategies, as shown by their experiments. Table 7 compares the actions and matching algorithms used in the most significative presented active sensing strategies.
Ref.
Actions Matching algorithms [41] 1st lowermost point + discrete rotations POMDP strategy [27] Dropping + random regrasping Nearest neighbor of all images [25] Lowermost point regrasp Template matching of images of last extension phase [23] Lowermost point regrasp HMM of different grasp/hung state images Table 7 : Active sensing strategies compared as for the perception enhancing actions and the matching algorithms, with specification of the set of images considered in the matching process.
Feature recognition methods
Garment types may be distinguished by sets of category-specific features, that range from fabric type [50] up to garment elements like sock heels and toes [52] (although here they are used for state identification), buttons, pockets and the like [51] . In most cases recognition will be more reliable if such features are not used in isolation, and some features should have a larger identification weight than others: for example, pockets may be useful for distinguishing shirts from other sleeved garments like pullovers, but clearly the frontal buttoned opening has a greater discriminating power, as many shirts do not have any pockets at all. Continuing with the shirts example, the granularity of the classification output should also be established beforehand, as it could just be the category "shirts", or more refined into "no-pocket shirt", "one-pocket shirt" or"two-pocket shirt" (plus all the combinations of possible collar and cuff types...). While most of the shapebased recognition methods require the cloth item to be hanging, or, if lying on a surface, to be more or less spread out, the contributions in feature-based recognition do only require one or more features to be visible, and the garments can even be in a crumpled state [50, 51] .
In [50] the Gabor-filtering strategy used in [15, 17] for cloth detection (see Section 2) is extended to garment classification, by deriving a set of features based on detected wrinkles, cloth overlaps, scale space extrema and contour. As for the latter, this feature should not be confused with the contour matching methods explained in Section 4.1.2 (here the cloth is not laid out or extended, it is crumpled), but it is just a distance histogram, obtained from the polar coordinates of the contour measured at the circumcenter of the cloth region and discretizing angles. Supervised multi-class SVM (with a radial basis kernel function) is used for learning and classification. The success of their classification method is due in large extent to the distinctive identification of fabrics type through the aspect of the generated wrinkles when the garment is randomly thrown over the table.
Also the work in [51] is quite feature-intensive and follows a multi-level approach to the classification problem: low-level features, both global (Color Histogram, Histogram of Line Lengths, Table Point Feature Histogram, boundary) and local (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), and Fast Point Feature Histogram (FPFH)) are used to determine and classify the mid-level Characteristics (i.e., cloth features like buttons, pockets, hemlines...). A SVM-based algorithm is employed to this end. Still in the mid-level, Selection masks are determined from the database and used to assign the set of characteristics of the candidate cloth to the corresponding high-level class. The use of multiple features extracted from 2D and 3D imaging collected together in a large feature vector resembles the work in [43] mentioned in Section 3.2.2, but here it is used for classification purposes.
For a particular case in which the category is already known (socks) but state recognition has to be performed [52] do also resort to a combination of 2D texture and shape-based features. The canonical modes the sock can display include sideways, heel up, heel down, and bunched states, all in the rightside-out or inside-out variants. The authors use two texture-based (MR8 filter bank and Local Binary Patterns (LBP)) and one shape-based feature (Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG)), and find out that the combination that performs best for inside-out vs. rightside-out classification is LBP plus HOG, while training the SVM classifier with a χ 2 kernel. As for state recognition, local detectors are trained with the appearance features to respond to image patches corresponding to the opening of the sock, the heel or the toe. Landmarks are placed on the centers of these patches and then compared with the parameterized models of each sock configuration. Finally, matching of pairs of socks is also accomplished by further using additional cues related to size and color. 
Conclusions
Cloth challenges the current computer vision state of the art. Fundamental processes as registration, parsing, recognition or tracking have to face the inherent problems of high variability in appearance and pose, as well as self-occlusions. The standpoint from which this survey has been written is that of robotic manipulation of cloth. Thus, the focus has been set on the localization of possible candidate points for grasping a given cloth item, to classify a garment, or to determine the various states a piece of cloth may be in. These basic perceptual goals, together with cloth detection (as a material), are quite generic, and other more specific application-oriented ones, like following the progress of a given manipulative action on a cloth part, have been deliberately left out.
The three tasks -grasp point localization, classification and state recognition-are clearly related to one another, if not intertwined. Some grasp point localization methods require to assess the state the cloth item is in (Section 3.2.3) , and -conversely-some classification and state recognition methods require the cloth to be grasped at specific points or rely on an active regrasping and perception scheme (Section 4.1.4). Despite classification and state recognition have nominally different goals, in practice they have to be simultaneously satisfied when an unknown shape (i.e., when neither the cloth type nor its state) is presented to the vision system. Classification can be certainly disconnected from state estimation, e.g. in some laundry separation applications, but in most cloth handling applications, even in type-dependent sequences of actions like garment folding, the initial state has to be known. Conversely, state estimation can also be a standalone task in the cases where a single type of cloth items (e.g. towels in [32] or in [26] ) are dealt with. The connection between grasp point selection and state estimation is quite tight in the case where the state of the cloth item is determined by the point (one or two of a discrete set of nodes) where it is grasped and hanging. Furthermore, some active sensing techniques alternate between state recognition and grasp point selection, in a cycle that includes repeated regrasping, as seen in Section 4.1.4. Active sensing techniques are very effective in reducing ambiguities and uncertainty about the state of the cloth item or the point to be grasped. They have been mainly applied on hanging clothes (with the exception of the dropping and regrasping strategy of [27] ). Less explored is the case of applying such techniques on lying clothes, where actions to enhance perception may include dragging and unfolding. The work in [3] can be quite inspiring in this sense.
Generic GPL has the difficulty of determining the 3D coordinates of an arbitrary point within a region of the image corresponding to the cloth item to be grasped. Furthermore, such point should be graspable. The consequences of an incorrect GPL are either grasping simultaneously more than one cloth item (from a laundry pile, for example), or grasping nothing at all. Some researchers consider that it is enough to segment the image and measuring the heights of the cloth within the segmented patch: the highest point is a good candidate for grasping. The complexity of this method is related to the discretization of the cloth image. Alternatively, wrinkles may be computed, and their local geometry provides valuable information not only about a convenient position for the gripper, but also about its optimal orientation. These methods are computationally more intensive (their complexity depending on the texture and actual wrinkles, local computations being more costly than for the segmentation-based methods) but their outcome is more reliable and informative.
Each one of the three variants of specific GPL has its own difficulties. Corner and edge detection methods have to distinguish these features from folds that may appear on the outline of the cloth image (some references also detect corners which appear inside the cloth patch, as a result of a fold). The complexity is that of the polygonal approximation of the outline, as well as the number of folds and wrinkles that may be mistaken for real edges and corners. Some procedures for disambiguation have been described. A shortcut consist in resorting to the lowermost point, if the cloth is hanging. Specific garment features require a previous training step, and sophisticated classification algorithms. The complexity depends here on the specific features taken for the learning phase, i.e. the dimension of feature vectors (and the computational intricacy of its elements) and the number of samples needed for obtaining a reasonable classifier. Nodes from models, finally, quite related to classification and state estimation methods (if not identical at all), are difficult precisely for the required model matching step. The complexity is conditioned, in this case, by the discretization of the model (number of nodes or of triangles in a mesh model). In all of the three variants, failure in GPL leads either to no grasp or to grasp another feature than the intended one. However, specific GPL usually forms part of a repeated grasp and classification/state estimation strategy, which means that such failures can be corrected in successive regrasping steps.
In a somehow generic and abstract way, one could be tempted to attribute the difficulty of classification to inter-garment variability, and that of state estimation to intra-garment variability. Here, difficulty is associated to complexity: there are many types and variants of garments, and an infinity of possible states. However, as classification and state estimation are often performed simultaneously, things are not as straightforward: in shape recognition-based methods, classification is difficult because in some states one type of cloth can be mistaken for another (i.e., they are indistinguishable). In this same category of methods, state estimation faces the additional problem of discretizing the continuous space of deformations of cloth. Solutions to this problem, as described in the survey, include either resorting to easy-to-compute specific geometric measures of the outline (complexity is conditioned by the number of such features to compare between observations and models), or by associating a mesh to each garment type, where the nodes implicitly define discrete states when the robot grasps the cloth item at each one of them and lifts the cloth. The complexity of matching depends obviously on the granularity of the mesh. Either planar projections of such meshes are compared or directly 3D representations, by a variety of algorithms that range form simple overlap criterion to sophisticated dynamic programming methods, POMDPs strategies or CNNs, passing through nearest neighbor or SVM-based methods.
Alternatively to shape recognition-based approaches, classification and state estimation can be performed by aiming at specific garment features like collars, hemlines or cuffs. This has been little explored, and mainly for classification purposes. Although here it is not necessary to consider the whole shape of the cloth item, the search of the identifying features may also be costly (besides the need of a previous learning phase of such features). State estimation requires an additional step of determining the relative spatial relationships between localized features.
The following tables provide a summary on the references of the specific GPL methods and Classification and State estimation algorithms, attending to the structuring into subsections and stressing other factors like the presentation of the cloth items. In particular, Table 9 distributes the references discussed in Section 3.2 according to the type of feature identified by the vision system and the location of the cloth item. [31] Table 9 : Sorting of references according to the feature type the vision system aims at and whether the cloth item appears lying on a surface or is hanging in the air, grasped by the robot. Table 10 groups together the references explained in Section 4 according to the state of the cloth item and the classification data type used.
The reviewed contributions have been distributed according to the structure of this survey. Coherence within a subject-centered presentation has required to split the contents of some referenced works that deal with the different topics. For example, the graspability graph construction for grasp node identification of the reconfiguration phase in [23] is described in Section 3.2.3, whereas their contour matching algorithm for classification is explained in Section 4.1.2 and the corresponding active sensing strategy in Section 4.1.4. This allows to evaluate the different alternatives to each of the subproblems more easily than in a reference-guided structure or an annotated bibliography.
By observing Table 10 it becomes evident that the chosen identification method (i.e., shape-based or feature-based) depends on how the cloth item is presented to the vision system. If the garment is in a canonical configuration (e.g., totally extended on a surface or hanging while grasped at specific points like the shoulders of a shirt) then the overall shape is clearly most identifying for the type of clothing and its state. On the other hand, bunched or crumpled states make it more advisable to resort to local features, which generally are easier to recognize in such states than the overall shape. Such local features (collars, hemlines or openings, buttons, pockets, cuffs, heels, etc., we adopt the term characteristics of [51] ) are more versatile, as for the presentation of the cloth item, with the only requirement for such identifying characteristics to be at least partially visible. However, such characteristics may be costly to detect, and their mere identification only solves the classification problem (if they are discriminating enough), whereas state recognition requires in addition to determine the mutual spatial relationship of such features within the cloth item. Up to date, this has only been solved for a simple category, socks, where the relative location of tip, heel and opening determines the state [52] .
More basic and generic features like SIFT features do not have an intuitive semantic interpretation, but require less processing steps. Other basic visual clues like color can hardly be used for classification, as for robotic manipulation purposes: a shirt is a shirt independently of whether it is black, white or red, and it will be folded in the same way -or the procedure to assist a disabled person to put it on will be the same-in any case. However, it may be relevant in certain applications like matching of pairs of socks, or when for some reason the test set is bounded and the colors of the different garments are 
[52] Table 10 : Overview on classification and state estimation references, according to the overall state in which the cloth item is presented to the vision system vs. the type of data used for classification. Some references appear more than once, as they resort to different methods.
(1) Only state estimation, the garment type is assumed to be known beforehand. (2) Only classification, the state is assumed to be known or is irrelevant for the task.
known beforehand and are discriminative. Identifying the fabric type e.g. through the wrinkle appearance [50] may be also discriminative in limited sets, it is unlikely that a shirt be made of knitted fabrics or underwear made of denim, but it is not impossible. Furthermore, different garments may be made of the same fabrics. New descriptors, like the Deformation and Light Invariant (DaLI) [61] inspired on the Heat Kernel Signature (HKS), are quite suitable for clothing under varying photometric conditions, due to their resilience under non-rigid transformations, and could be further explored in the context of the visual processes in robot cloth manipulation. Classification and state estimation are quite suitable for benchmarking. The creation of an annotated dataset of clothes to provide a unified base against which to compare the different methods is highly valuable. Such databases should include different garment types with collections of individuals in different states, and should reflect the alternatives of performing categorization both shape-or feature-based. One of the most complete and recent efforts in creating a garment database for robot manipulation is presented in [45] , who include appearance and depth data, and annotate garment parts like sleeves, collars, hips or hemlines. This dataset has been developed in the context of informed grasp point localization, but it could be used for classification as well (in fact, garment parts are associated to specific garment types). The authors review the few other garment datasets existing in the literature, mostly aimed at classification, but also oriented to folding, cloth segmentation, flattening, and the like [62, 63, 64, 51, 50, 41] .
Besides better efficiency and robustness, the desideratum for future work in classification and state recognition, from our point of view, should aim at a higher degree of versatility as for possible categories. Such new states could include partial or total reversals of the cloth part (i.e., a shirt's sleeve inside-out) or, for the specific application of clothing assistance, the different phases of clothing (or unclothing) a person, to assess the degree of completion of the task.
